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Chief of Station JUfAVa
s^O . . r

Chief, Western Basd sphere P5vision
SUBJECT Oporational/JMAIP/AUCAGK 

Conte ignore Radio Program
ACtQN REQUIRED RUWC1S

ACTIOSi Seo PABA 5

aesTUiT

1. In September 1961 anagreement was reached ■with radio station WSUL 
to purchase 30 mimtes daily for a period of six months for broadcasts to 
Latin America* Conte Agcaro, forasrly one of Cuba's most popular political 
analysts was selected to produce and voice these programs* The coat of this 
operation is approximately $11*000 monthly*

2* Some weeks after this agreement woo made, the C.B.C. selected 
Dr* Conte as Propaganda Director of the Council. It is believed that 
Dr* Conte accepted this post with some reluctance, and wo now understand 
that neither Cento nor Miro is completely satisfied with this arrangement.

3* Dr. tents is am effective speaker, a crowd pleaser with a following. 
Ba is aonsaive*- colorful* imaginative and courageous. Letters fTcm 
listeners indicate that his radio program is having soon impact and HOFK 
radio personnel feel he is effective. On the other hand he appears to be 
in disagreement with Dr. Miro, to have antagonised others by his ostentation, 
to have used poor political Judgement income news conferences in the past 
«rd in general to have become a csntrow.?sisl figere.

A- The question of renewal of his radio contract will arise on 1 March, 
and wo mast roach an understanding as to Dr. Cento's future use prior to 
that time. In reaching a decision, we should examine the following fasten t

a. If his KUBAHK-oeppcr'-vdradio program is dropped, henay 
tasono financially dependent upon Miro and thus more manageable.
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b. Oo the other hand if KUBA1K support .la diacaatiB*ed and be 
break* with Kiro, be aajr beccae openly antagonistic to KUBAfiK and...the Council.

c. If gDBABK renews Caste's contract for a* added 13 weeks* we 
could consider; (1) a decrease in paysisstts being nade to Conte and hie 
staff or, (2) sore direct KUBABK control of Conte to assure closer conformity 
to KHBAS/C.H.C. objective*.

5. Eq* would appreciate the station's views on this subject oa or 
before 1 March. If station sees no objective, w* would appreciate Passavoy's 
discussing the problea with AMBDD-1, reminding bin that thi* arrangesent was 
net* before Conte became Prop Director.
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